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ELAINE TREHARNE. Living Through Conquest: The Politics of Early English, 1020-1220. Pp. xv + 218 

(Oxford Textual Perspectives). Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012. Paper, £16.99. 

Elaine Treharne has done more than anyone to put the twelfth century back into English literary 

history. Her publications, from her 1997 edition of the Old English Life of St Nicholas to Rewriting Old 

English in the Twelfth Century, co-edited with Mary Swan in 2000, to a series of major articles over 

the past fifteen years (surely worthy of collection in Ashgate’s Variorum series), have shown beyond 

all doubt that vernacular textual production continued unabated after the Norman Conquest. The 

publication of this book, her first monograph, is accordingly a major event. 

The central claim of the book is that writing in English (as opposed to Latin, Norse or French) was a 

statement of English identity; accordingly English writing constitutes ‘a literature of resistance’ to 

Danish, and later Norman, colonial overlordship. This position is explored over eight short chapters, 

organised broadly chronologically, and in stimulating readings of texts and manuscripts like the York 

Gospels, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a confraternity agreement between Worcester and nearby 

monasteries, homiliaries including CCCC 188, Cotton Vespasian D. xiv, Bodley 343 and Hatton 116 

and the Eadwine Psalter. These are followed by a bibliography and index.    

Treharne’s approach is broadly postcolonial. She takes it for granted that the conquests of Cnut and 

William the Bastard can be read as colonisations, and that the English (throughout taken as an 

entirely homogenous social group) were the victims of this process. These English, she supposes, 

indexed their identity to their language, and accordingly produced texts in the vernacular as 

‘volitional literary resistance to the Norman domination of elite religious culture’. Yet very few 

English texts have anything to say about the two conquests or the colonial society Treharne assumes 

ensued, forcing her instead to rely on insisting that generic eschatological passages in sermons are 

only ‘superficially atemporal’ and can instead be read as ‘contemporary commentary’ and that texts’ 

failure to engage with these matters explicitly is a consequence of trauma. Future work may want to 

pay greater attention to Treharne’s suggestion that the ‘essential functionalism and adaptability of 

the vernacular’ explains the ongoing production of English texts. 

Treharne’s attribution of a fixed, ethically-rooted identity to the English also seems to me 

problematic. In an interesting discussion of texts from Cnut’s court she attributes a ‘pragmatic 

ethnicity’ to Cnut, by which he can present himself as ‘simultaneously English, Danish and 

international’. If Cnut could do this, why not other people? Identity is performed, not fixed. For 

example, the witnesses to the confraternity agreement that Treharne discusses in Chapter 5 as 

promoting ‘a particularly English sense of Benedictine identity after the Conquest’ include a monk 

called Colling, who – to go by his name – was from a Norse family; Regnold, Ulf, Oter and Bruning 

may well likewise not have automatically considered themselves English. Leofric, here rightly lauded 

as a great patron of vernacular book production in mid-eleventh-century Exeter, was educated in 

Lotharingia and, despite his English name, perhaps born in Cornwall and thus a native Celtic speaker: 

did he consider himself English? The passage that Treharne quotes from Trinity 29 as ‘an 

extraordinarily current sequence of political commentary’ detailing the hardships of the English folke 

under a foreign elite comes from a bilingual Latin-English sermon, and requires – if Treharne’s 

reading is correct – an audience with enough French to recognise oreguil as a lexical token 

stereotypical of the ruling class. The identity politics of the twelfth century must have been a lot 

more complex than this book countenances. 
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Treharne’s reading of the use of English as political thus lacks evidence and rests on questionable 

assumptions; it also lacks explanatory power. The works explored, she concludes, ‘took English 

forward to the more explicitly resistant future’, a gesture towards the texts from the first half of the 

fourteenth century examined by Thorlac Turville-Petre in England the Nation. This is to reclaim the 

twelfth century by effacing the thirteenth. If we are ‘to show how significant the English vernacular 

materials produced in the later eleventh and twelfth centuries are for our understanding of the 

development of textual culture in England’, then we need to examine how the extensive recopying 

of pre-Conquest texts in the twelfth century inspired the composition of new works. My inclination 

is to agree with Clanchy, pace Treharne, that ‘the future of English as a written language was assured 

not by scribes like the Canterbury monks who attempted to perpetuate Anglo-Saxon, but by less 

conservative writers who gradually promoted various forms of spoken English to the rank of a 

literary language’. Recopying Old English ultimately became a dead end. 

Treharne’s insistence on the contemporaneity of the language of eleventh- and twelfth-century texts 

also seems questionable. As she admits, ‘there is an immense amount of work yet to be done on the 

language of English texts copied between 1100 and 1200’. In contrast to earlier scholars (e. g. Pope, 

for whom CCCC 303 contained ‘extraordinary lapses’ which suggest the scribe ‘scarcely understood 

what he was writing’), Treharne sees the language of twelfth-century texts with the eye of faith. 

While she is certainly correct that ‘adherence to West Saxon with minor emendations does not imply 

an antiquarianism or mechanical copying of an archaic language’, it is too generous to suggest that 

the English of the Eadwine Psalter ‘may be the most sustained example of a formal, but 

contemporary, language’ from the period. As has long been recognised, the language of this text is 

quite extraordinary, and contains, in addition to short passages of mid-twelfth-century English, many 

forms carried over from the text’s ancient, perhaps Mercian, exemplar, such as (presumably) sewe 

as the genitive singular of sæ, ‘sea’ in the passage from Canticle 4 quoted on p. 184. This is described 

by Fulk as ‘chiefly Anglian and in poetry’, and must have seemed archaic to a twelfth-century reader, 

though as I have argued (ante 63 (2012), 179-203) archaism may have been a deliberate, productive 

stylistic affectation in this period. Similar difficulties attend Treharne’s comments on the language of 

Bodley 343 and the Life of St Chad in Hatton 116. 

This is nonetheless an exceptionally important and timely book. Though Treharne and others have 

repeatedly problematised the characterisation of the twelfth century as silent, this is the first new 

literary historical narrative of the period. While not everyone will agree with Treharne’s 

interpretation of writing in English in the period, its challenge to existing narratives will undoubtedly 

stimulate further debate and scholarship. For this, she is to be thanked.     
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